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Trying to break into creating your own informational products? Having problems selling the ones you've

already created? Need a way to boost your conversion rates AND your profits? Then listen up, because

I'm about to show you... Trying to break into creating your own informational products? Having problems

selling the ones you've already created? Need a way to boost your conversion rates AND your profits?

Then listen up, because I'm about to show you... If you're serious about your online marketing business in

2007, you will get this report, plus the free scripts that it comes with, right now and read the report today.

Can you guess what it will cost you to get this incredible money making information, information that can

blast your profits through the roof? That's right: ??. Yes, for the price of a fast food dinner you will have all

of the information and software you need to jump full force into the realm of creating and selling seven

dollar reports for massive profits. Why ??. I'm only charging ? for this report, and not giving this report

away, for 3 reasons. ?? puts the report within reach of the vast majority of people. It's not too expensive

for even the humblest beginning online businessperson. Anyone who's not serious enough about their

marketing efforts in 2007 to invest ?? into this report isn't going to take the time to use the methods laid

out in the report anyway. Anyone who is serious enough to put down the price of a fast food dinner and

buy this report has the opportunity to sell the report to others and get the FULL PRICE of every copy they

sell directly in their own PayPal account immediately. More details on how to do that are in the report. If
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you're thinking, "?? is so cheap! What's the catch?", then you really need to read this report! It explains

why ?? is the magic number you need to seriously think about using. So if you're serious about your

online business in 2007, and if you would like to start earning a great living online by easily creating small

reports and selling them for?? each, click the "Buy Now" button below. If you need to justify the expense,

skip going to McDonald's for dinner once this week and it's paid for. P.S. Seriously, for just ?? Jon Leger

teaches you the method he used to sell hundreds of copies of one of his reports in just 7 days, earning

more than $3,000 in that short period of time. He even gives you the scripts he used to make it work. Did I

mention that he also added 450 people to his email list in that 7 days using this method? How can you

pass on all of that? P.P.S. If the report isn't enough, remember, after buying you can turn around and

resell the report to your list (or with a link on your website). In 20 minutes you can make that??back times

10, 100, or even 1000! You get the FULL ?? directly to your PayPal account for every sale, the instant it's

made. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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